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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 1.1: Background 

Assassination Classroom is a popular Japanese comedy anime spanning two seasons           

(MyAnimeList, 2018). The anime has received positive reception, with the anime receiving a             

score of 8.2 on MyAnimeList, as voted by 285,157 users. The manga, the original comic, has                

been ranked first in the "Zenkoku Shotenin ga Eranda Osusume Comic 2013", a ranking              

decided by Japanese bookstores on the top 15 mangas of the year. The original manga was                

also first serialized in Shonen Jump (Weekly) in June 2012 (MyAnimeList, 2018), classifying             

it as Shonen manga, which has a teenage-male demographic. 

The story revolves around a mysterious creature, Koro-Sensei, who appears on Earth            

threatening to destroy it, but will postpone the destruction of the Earth on one condition: He                

teaches Class E of Kunugigaoka Junior High until their Graduation Day in March. The              

government of Japan tasks the students of Class E to assassinate Koro-Sensei by then. In spite                

of the seemingly-impossible task of murdering a cold-blooded killer, Koro-Sensei turns out to             

be a brilliant and inspiring teacher and actively challenges the students to assassinate him.              

The students’ investment and enthusiasm in their assassination grows in tandem with their             

academic performance as the anime progresses. The characters grow in confidence and as             

people throughout this peculiar form of education.  

Simultaneously, the students of Class E make up the worst class in the school, as they                

encounter all sorts of discrimination from fellow students, teachers, and even the principal.             

This is part of an elaborate system to motivate the majority of the school to maintain their                 

academic performance by systematically discriminating against a small percentage of          

students. This system has resulted in Kunugigaoka’s impressive academic record. This rise in             
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academic performance and self-confidence in Class E threatens to challenge this system,            

creating a key sub-plot.  

Hence, Assassination Classroom revolves around the theme of education, which manifests in            

multiple contrasting educational approaches and questioning what it means to be a teacher. 

Chapter 1.2: Rationale 

The education methods in Assassination Classroom are unique -- such as the principal’s             

dramatic brainwashing of the top class in the school to “kill” Class E, in order to maintain the                  

status quo that motivates the majority of the school to succeed for fear of being enrolled in                 

Class E. The students of Class E, however, have to juggle between the mission of               

assassinating their teacher as well as doing well so that they can qualify for the college                

entrance examinations. The students of Class E and the students of Kunugigaoka Junior High              

receive an education that would be deemed ridiculous in reality and might be passed off as                

efforts to advance the plot and pique interest in viewers.  

However, the educational approaches as portrayed in Assassination Classroom warrant close           

analysis as the anime pays close attention to the success of both methods in motivating their                

students and achieving commendable results. Plot elements in the anime propose that the             

teaching strategies portrayed are not just for show and have educational worth (or lack              

education worth). Hence, these extreme measures in education should not be dismissed, and             

should be analysed as possible methods which may bring about the desired outcomes. This              

research thus aims to analyse and explain the link between the teaching strategies and the               

effects in students portrayed. 

Chapter 1.3: Research Questions 

1. How does the Self-Determination Theory account for the assassination mission’s 

success in inspiring self-determined motivation from Class E? 
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2. How does Principal’s Asano’s discrimination towards Class E motivate the rest of the 

school to excel? 

3. How does Covington’s Self-Worth Theory account for Class E’s drive to triumph 

over the students in the main campus? 

Chapter 1.4: Thesis Statement 

The educational approaches in Assassination Classroom effectively lead to the development           

of the student’s self-esteem and sense of community, which in turn leads to a greater sense of                 

motivation.  

Chapter 1.5: Scope 

The analysis will focus on education in Assassination Classroom Seasons 1 and 2. The              

content in the anime film, Assassination Classroom: 365 Days, will not be considered as the               

film heavily compresses the content of the anime into an hour and half long feature film,                

where education is no longer a central theme in the anime as compared to the actual plot in                  

both seasons. 

Prequel episodes, like Assassination Classroom, Deai No Jikan, will also not be discussed in              

this study for their emphasis is on character development and backstory for individual             

characters, rather than the characters’ experience in Koro-Sensei’s classroom. 

Chapter 1.6: Significance of Research 

This research is significant because not only is anime commonly seen as a childish product,               

Assassination Classroom is also part of the comedy shonen genre. Shonen refers to manga or               

anime aimed at a teenage male demographic. Thus, shonen comedy anime often receive the              

brunt of this preconception. This research sets out to prove that a shonen comedy anime can                
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still be worthy of analysis, and reduce the stigmatization anime, and comedy anime, often              

receive.  

Additionally, this paper seeks to make a study of the various consequences of educational              

approaches and how and why they succeed (or fail). By analysing the motivational forces              

utilized in Koro-Sensei’s classroom and in Principal Asano’s school, this paper attempts to             

take inspiration from teaching strategies that may be impossible to execute in reality, and              

form conclusions about teaching strategies that can be executed. By analysing a fictitious             

juxtaposition of a utopian and dystopian education, an insight from a new perspective may be               

gained about teaching strategies and their consequences. 

Chapter 1.7: Limitations 

Few analyses utilising various film theories pertaining to anime have been conducted. This is              

resolved by applying existing theories on film and motivation that are non-related to anime              

and adapting it for use in this paper. 

This paper only covers the theme of education in Assassination Classroom, and is thus not a                

complete analysis of the anime, which deals with themes such as violence and friendship,              

both rich themes worthy of discussion. The theme of education cannot be said to be the                

central theme of Assassination Classroom. Thus this paper does not cover other possibly             

significant aspects of the anime. 
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 Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

Chapter 2.1: Introduction 

The following review of literature introduces the concept of achievement motivation and its             

relevance to education, two theories of achievement motivation, and the translation of these             

theories into classroom strategies. This literature review will lay the foreground for the             

analysis and discussion on Assassination Classroom. 

Chapter 2.2: Achievement Motivation: An Overview 

The discussion of achievement motivation has inspired a range of theories and perspectives to              

explain human behaviour in its pursuit of achievement, social approval and accomplishments.            

Achievement motivation refers to the need for success or drive to attain excellence             

(Rabideau, n.d.). This drive, or force, to pursue achievement, can be a form of intrinsic               

motivation or extrinsic motivation. Different theories have slightly different opinions as to            

what molds achievement motivation in individuals. In this review of literature, two theories             

of achievement motivation will be covered and compared.  

Achievement motivation has been closely linked to education. Since the quality of education             

is often linked with the academic accomplishments of students, achievement motivation plays            

a role in every single student’s determination to pursue these academic accomplishments.            

Educators, in their quest to motivate their students to do well, utilize a variety of strategies to                 

do so. Education institutions toil to inspire achievement motivation in their students for the              

sake of academic achievement. Hence, achievement motivation is paramount to education.           

The 2nd US Secretary of Education, Terrel Bell, illustrated this quite clearly: “There are three               

things to remember about education. The first is motivation. The second one is motivation.              

The third one is motivation.’’ 
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Chapter 2.3: Covington’s Self-Worth Theory 

Self-Worth Theory is a detailed lens of achievement motivation conceptualized by Martin            

Covington (1984). Self-Worth Theory proposes that the need to protect one’s self worth plays              

an immense role in classroom achievement (Covington, 1984). Self-Worth Theory believes           

that self-perceptions of causes of failure and success play a role in a person’s self-worth,               

which then directly affects future achievement motivation.  (Covington, 2000). 

Covington’s hypothesis goes as such: Society judges an individual’s worth by their            

accomplishments. Thus, failure often comes with social disapproval and a low self-esteem,            

while success is associated with high self-esteem and a high level of ability and worth in an                 

individual. Hence, a person’s ability becomes part of their own identity, as ability is              

perceived to be the deciding factor between success and failure (Covington, 1984). For that              

reason, self-perceptions of ability plays a central part in achievement behaviour. Individuals            

are drawn to tasks that they believe they can excel in, in order to better their reputation and                  

cement their sense of ability. Individuals instead avoid tasks which they lack a self-perception              

of ability in, for fear of failing and making that lack of ability apparent to the rest of society.  

Covington also identified sense of effort as another important factor of self-definition which             

plays a part in achievement behaviour. However, Covington (1984) highlighted that effort’s            

effect on self-worth is more complex than ability. High effort does not necessarily mean high               

self-worth. Individuals work hard to succeed in order to increase their self-worth and cement              

their reputation of having the ability to perform. However, high effort coupled with failure              

lays the evidence of low ability bare. The revelation of incompetency diminishes self-worth             

to a larger extent than the guilt of the lack of effort (Covington, Omelich, 1979). The                

self-perception of high ability is preserved, albeit temporarily, and peers and the individual             

continue to expect success in future endeavours. The chance of success, to society and              

oneself, is preserved, and self-worth of the individual is not damaged.  
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Hence, self-worth theory then proposes a range of failure-avoiding strategies that go far             

beyond the convention of trying, failing and repeating the process (Covington, 1984). One             

proposed strategy involves deliberately setting up oneself for failure, so that when failure             

does strike, the cause is not perceived to be a lack of ability nor a lack of effort. This may                    

manifest in choosing to study for a test at the last minute, which neatly relocates the cause of                  

failure from a lack of ability to an unavoidable consequence of not having sufficient              

preparation. In this case, failure has minimal impact on self-perceived self-worth. Covington            

(1984) emphasized that these strategies only provide temporary relief, and repeated use will             

result in a failure-accepting mentality, which removes the drive to learn altogether.  

Self-Worth Theory is thus applicable to an analysis of Assassination Classroom. Class E is              

the worst-performing class which experiences intense discrimination from the main campus           

for their poor academic performance. This unique situation results in most of the members of               

Class E grappling with self-esteem issues, which in turn affects their achievement behaviour.             

After the arrival of Koro-Sensei and his efforts to raise their self-worth, they become much               

more motivated to succeed in all aspects of their lives. Self-worth is a central theme in the                 

process of Class E’s development, thus Self-Worth Theory is a useful tool for close analysis               

and explanation of Class E’s development.  

Chapter 2.4: Deci & Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory 

Richard M. Ryan and Edward L. Deci developed the Self-Determination Theory to explain             

the complexities of achievement motivation. The Self-Determination Theory states that three           

needs need to be fulfilled in order to elicit and sustain intrinsic motivation - Competence,               

Relatedness, and Autonomy. If these needs fail to be met, intrinsic motivation will be              

diminished. The Self-Determination Theory takes into account a social         

environment/construct’s effect on a person’s intrinsic motivation (Ryan, Deci, 2000).  
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A simple example of SDT in practice is positive feedback -- it enhances a student’s sense of                 

competency, and thus he experiences greater intrinsic motivation (van Lange, 2011). If a             

student’s poor test score is compared to his classmates’ relatively better results, he is denied a                

sense of competence, and intrinsic motivation to excel academically is undermined. 

The need for autonomy works in a similar fashion. This is supported by Perry’s study which                

proved that students who perceived themselves as in control of their learning excelled             

academically and followed a general trend of strong motivation (Perry, R., Hladkyj, S., et al,               

2001). However, different tasks often have varying degrees of autonomy, which has its effect              

on intrinsic motivation in pursuing the task (Ryan, Deci, 2000). In the case of a child who                 

works hard to achieve excellent results, while he is extrinsically motivated by the prospect of               

good grades, he may pursue that goal out of his own volition. The need for autonomy is still                  

met, and he experiences an internal drive to work hard. In another case, if a student is                 

motivated solely to avoid punishment, he is also extrinsically motivated to work hard, yet              

internal drive is minimal. 

The need for relatedness has been linked to the need for security or the need for community.                 

The need for relatedness was identified by multiple discoveries across a range of studies. In               

one study, students were found to have less intrinsic motivation when they had teachers who               

seemed cold and uncaring (Ryan, Grolnick, 1986). The students presumably lacked a feeling             

of attachment to the significant individual in the classroom, the teacher, and thus, they have               

little intrinsic motivation to pursue a task conducted in such an environment. Their isolation              

removes their internal drive. However, it was acknowledged that some individuals may be             

perfectly intrinsically motivated in isolation, or may be even more driven in isolation (Ryan,              

Deci, 2000). Relatedness has been proven to be important, but not necessarily essential in              

certain circumstances. 

In addition, rarely is a motivation purely intrinsic or extrinsic. Rather, Self-Determination            

Theory’s three needs create a spectrum between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. In fact, the              
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Self-Determination Theory closely examines the impact of extrinsic motivation drives or           

incentives and their impact on an individual’s internalisation of motivation through a range of              

much more specific, targeted theories. The Self-Determination Theory proposed that there           

existed four types of extrinsic motivation (Ryan, Deci, 2000). These four types of extrinsic              

motivation, in order of increasing allowance for self-determination, are external regulation,           

introjected regulation, identified regulation and integrated regulation (Ryan, Deci, 1985). As           

an individual ascends from one level of extrinsic motivation to the next, the goals or rewards                

acting as an extrinsic goal become part of his own self-identity. These goals become part of                

one’s values and oneself, and thus an individual transitions from working grudgingly to attain              

rewards, to working out of one’s volition, although the reward remains a part of his               

motivation.  

Self-Determination takes into account a wide range of elements that might affect student             

motivation in Assassination Classroom, and serves to give us a potentially broad-view            

analysis, in addition to close analysis. The emphasis of the Self-Determination Theory on             

relatedness takes into account the close-knit community of the main campus students in a              

us-against-them mentality against Class E. The different forms of extrinsic motivation           

detailed in the Self-Determination Theory also serve to analyse how extrinsic goals (the             

assassination mission, academic goals) are integrated into Class E’s passions and values.  

Chapter 2.5: Conclusion 

In conclusion, the Self-Determination Theory and Self-Worth Theory are applicable to the            

themes and plot elements portrayed in Assassination Classroom, and thus are excellent lenses             

to study student motivation in Assassination Classroom and answer the research questions            

posited earlier in this paper.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

Chapter 3.1: Self-Determination Theory 

Self-Determination Theory will be used as a lens to examine the effects of settings, character               

traits and plot elements on Class E’s growth. By analysing how far the Class E’s needs of                 

competence, relatedness and autonomy are met by their environment, their teachers and            

Principal Asano, a clear correlation between Class E’s environment and their drive to succeed              

can be determined. 

Specifically, this allows us to zoom in on the change in Class E’s environment over the                

course of the series that results in Class E’s students growing into self-confident, driven              

individuals. These changes in environment are for the most part directly or indirectly             

impacted by the introduction of the assassination mission. Hence, by extension,           

Self-Determination Theory provides a platform to analyse the impact of the assassination            

mission on Class E’s internal drive.  

Simultaneously, Self-Determination Theory holds a focus on a social environment’s impact           

on intrinsic motivation. This is especially applicable to analyse Kunigigaoka Junior High’s            

administrative structure and policies and its effect on student motivation. By using similar             

approaches as with Class E, we can also gain important insights on how Principal Asano’s               

structure succeeds in motivating the main campus students and how a shift in such a structure                

affects them all.  

Chapter 3.2: Self-Worth Theory 

Self-Worth Theory similarly provides a foundation for the analysis of Class E’s rising             

courage and determination to that of Class A, the elite of Kunigigaoka Junior High.              

Self-Worth Theory’s focus on self-perceived causes of failure and success leading to a sense              

of self-worth offers a promising platform to analyse Class E’s transition from possessing a              
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low sense of self-esteem to becoming individuals confident in both the academic field as well               

as in the assassination. Through Self-Worth Theory, a correlation being such a transition and              

their increased drive to succeed can be identified and explained.  

Self-Worth Theory can be used in the same fashion to investigate Principal Asano’s methods              

of education and the recurring theme of “being the chosen ones” as a student in the main                 

campus. The apparent overbearing arrogance of the students can be interpreted as inflated             

perceptions of self-worth through Self-Worth Theory, and hence provide another perspective           

of the motivational drive Principal Asano’s method grants the students.  
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Chapter 4 - Discussion & Analysis 

Chapter 4.1: Kunigigaoka Junior High 

Chapter 4.1.1: Class E and Negative Reinforcement 

Class 3-E was formed by Principal Gakuho Asano with the purpose of creating a school               

structure that harshly discriminates against a small population to motivate the larger            

population to succeed (Assassination Classroom, 2015). Students with unsatisfactory grades          

or discipline will be sent to Class E. It is possible to return from Class 3-E back to the main                    

campus, but it would require outstanding results that were almost impossible to attain. Hence,              

students in the main campus strive to avoid this fate at all costs. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 2, 16:22 

 

Self-Worth theory offers an explanation for this. Students in Kunigigaoka Junior High are             

drawn to protect their sense of ability, avoid social disapproval, and seek affirmation from the               

same society for their accomplishments (Covington, 1984). Principal Asano’s method of           

harsh discrimination works because in this context, the effects of “social disapproval” are             

magnified beyond belief. While Class E’s disadvantages are well-known by the school, the             

worst segment of social disapproval goes beyond physical measures, and comes from intense             

discrimination from the rest of the school as a whole. As students of Class E are branded as                  
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lazy and unintelligent, they are actively denied a sense of ability from the rest of the school.                 

Being sent to Class E means having one’s sense of ability lost for good from the perspective                 

of the rest of the school, a point of no return. Struggling students who are aware of the risk of                    

entering Class E are galvanised into action so as not to cross that crucial point. When                

confronted with such a mammoth threat, students at the main campus become desperate to              

protect their sense of self-worth, or their worth as perceived from the rest of the school. 

Chapter 4.1.2: The Main Campus - Positive Reinforcement 

A recurring theme in Assassination Classroom is the “chosen” nature of the main campus              

students. On several occasions throughout the anime, students of the main campus refer to              

themselves as the “chosen” ones, superior in every way to the students of Class E.  

 

“Juggling both schoolwork and    
extracurriculars at a prep school     
isn’t something you have to do      
unless you’re one of the     
chosen.” 

Baseball Captain Kazutaka 
Shindou, Assassination 
Classroom (2015), Episode 12, 
1:23 

 

One such occasion occurs in Episode 12 of Assassination Classroom (2015). The team             

captain of Kunigigaoka’s baseball team steps in to put a stop to his teammates teasing               

Sugino, who recently was transferred to Class E, not because of the insensitivity displayed,              

but because he finds it unreasonable for people of a superior social class to tease someone                

who cannot change his own inferior nature.  
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Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 12, 1:44 

 

Students in the main campus enjoy a variety of privileges, such as having the choice to join a                  

club, while students in Class E are denied this choice, as the justification given is that they                 

can be encouraged to focus on their studies. Main campus students, however, perceive this as               

being an admission of their absolute superiority. Class E being denied the choice to join a                

club is seen to be a sign of their incapability. Only the capable are worthy of being able to                   

pursue excellence in both sports and the academics. Class E has decisively been rejected from               

that category. Hence, any form of discrimination builds a secure foundation for students of              

the main campus to develop a strong sense of self-worth since the respective privileges              

gained are perceived to be well-deserved. 

Hence, main campus students derive a sense of self-worth from their status, and protecting it               

means staying in the main campus through academic and scholastic achievement. 
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Chapter 4.1.3: Class A - Integrated Regulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We are the sun, shining on all at the famed Kunigigaoka Junior High, but now, 
threatening and dark clouds are forming, trying to cover up and steal our brilliance.” 

Gakushu Asano, Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 15, 6.57 

Self - Determination Theory offers an alternative explanation. The first scene featuring Class             

A, the top class of the school, reflects their self-perceived sense of ability and legitimate               

status in a point-blank fashion. Any success from a rival group that challenges them must be                

stopped. Self-Determination Theory suggests that in this particular case, not only does the             

class chairman, Gakushu Asano attempt to instill an unshakeable sense of competence by             

reminding them of their elite status as the most academically gifted, but a sense of relatedness                

as well, an exclusive community of successful students who cannot be infiltrated by the              

undeserving. As for the perception of autonomy, although they are being given a task to               

complete and they have no choice but to complete that task (the task being academic               

excellence), the task has become part of their own identity (Ryan & Deci, 1985). Proving               

their academic excellence over those who are weaker has become a fundamental part of who               

they are (Ryan & Deci, 2000). This process has slowly been cultivated over time by the                

implication that they are superior to Class E and they need to secure that superiority.  
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Hence, this likely applies to the rest of the main campus as well. As all three needs of                  

Self-Determination Theory have been suitably met, academic excellence becomes an          

integrated regulation to the students of the main campus (Ryan & Deci, 1985). This              

integrated regulation is built on the distinction between the main campus and Class E, and               

thus any and all discrimination towards Class E by the central administration serves to              

strengthen that integrated regulation.  

Chapter 4.2: Assassination Mission 

Chapter 4.2.1: Fulfilment of the Three Fundamental Needs 

Throughout the course of the assassination mission, the students of Class E grow into              

self-assured individuals with the confidence to pursue their own dreams and goals. This,             

evidently, is a stark contrast from what is depicted at the beginning of the anime -- a defeated                  

Class E resigned to the years of irreversible social disapproval. 

Self-Determination Theory first argues that a sense of competence is necessary to cultivate             

self-determined behaviour (Ryan & Deci, 1985). The assassination mission provides Class E            

with this sense of competence in a variety of ways. Firstly, the most obvious fashion in which                 

Class E gains a sense of competence is through their mastery of new skills required for                

Assassination. Through their training and unique education, they learn how to master            

weapons and various killing tactics. Hence, while previously Class E was constantly attacked             

by students of the main campus for their inadequacies in the academics and even sports, Class                

E finally has something they can take pride in that the main campus students cannot stamp                

down, simply by virtue of the fact that the main campus has received no such training and                 

have no knowledge of Class E’s training. This is most aptly portrayed in a scene where                

Nagisa finally stands up to a main campus student’s threats when he suddenly threatens to               

kill Nagisa, which reminds him of what strength he does have, and that he is undoubtedly                

superior to the main campus students.  
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Nagisa Shiota, in retaliation to a bully, Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 5, 20.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There’s more than one kind of talent. Find an assassination that suits your talent.” 

Korosensei consoles Sugino after a failed assassination attempt by convincing him of his 
potential to grow. 

Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 2, 10.40 

 

The assassination mission also gives Class E a sense of competence under the guidance of               

Korosensei. Positive reinforcement holds immense importance in cultivating a sense of           
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competence (Kruglanski, et.al, 2011). Korosensei accomplishes this by giving positive          

feedback after every assassination attempt, identifying its weaknesses but emphasizing its           

strengths, and highlights to the students of Class E how to improve themselves as individuals               

for a future assassination attempt. Students of Class E are rarely depicted to be discouraged               

after a failed assassination attempt because of Korosensei’s encouraging words. A failed            

assassination attempt does not diminish their sense of competence (Ryan & Deci, 1985).             

Rather, Korosensei redirects that failure into a teaching moment, highlighting their potential.  

Throughout the entire anime, the government also allows them to conduct their own             

assassinations freely. The government does not intervene with their plans or detailed            

instructions for Class E. Hence, Class E can be said to have complete autonomy over the                

assassination mission. Going by Self-Determination Theory, this is another fundamental need           

fulfilled (Ryan & Deci, 2000). They can pursue their own ideas and realize their ideas have                

value  and instills in them the message that their ideas are worthy of consideration. 

As for the need of relatedness, Class E slowly becomes a close-knit community. The students               

of Class E begin to trust each other with their lives in the assassination mission and are                 

surrounded by people they can count on. As the assassination mission continues, students of              

Class E become closer friends than ever before. Previously, any bonding in Class E was               

mostly based on their mutual plight, but now Class E is united in its assassination mission. It                 

reminds the students of Class E that they are surrounded by people they can count on in times                  

of need.  

Hence, the assassination fulfills all three fundamental needs proposed by Self-Determination           

Theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

Chapter 4.2.2: Setbacks and Recovery 

However, Class E is also shown to go through particularly devastating setbacks. The best 

example is Class E’s discouragement after an immense, intricate assassination plot of theirs 
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fails. Their sense of ability with respect to assassination is thoroughly lost. Covington (2000) 

proposes that such evidence of high effort coupled with failure has instead emphasized a lack 

of ability. This is what causes their lack of interest for the assassination subsequently to the 

failure. 

 

“Korosensei praised our assassination just like he always does, but it was our greatest 
disappointment yet.” 

Nagisa Shiota, Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 18, 11.59 
 

Yet this sense of ability is restored when immediately after, they immediately are forced to 

pursue a mission to save their friends’ lives from professional assassins through infiltration 

and combat. They face formidable foes, and with their assassination skills and strategies, they 

succeed. Against all odds, they prove to themselves that they do possess a competence in 

assassination that is extraordinary. This crucial plot development restores their sense of 

ability, and hence shortly after in subsequent episodes, their drive for assassination returns. 

Once again, they are reminded of the truth they have the capability and potential to murder 

Korosensei one day. The preservation of their sense of ability keeps them going with a new 

vigour and drive. 
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“We are killers, and our target is our teacher.” 

Nagisa Shiota, Assassination Classroom, Episode 22, 21.07 

Chapter 4.3: Class E 

Chapter 4.3.1:  Newfound Confidence 

 

“Examined from another angle, your faults and weaknesses can become weapons.” 

Nagisa Shiota, Assassination Classroom Season 2 (2016), Episode 10, 15.03 

 

As the students of Class E gain their confidence in the assassination mission and pursue it                

with passion and vigour, the same characteristic slowly begins to form in their academic              

work or whatever they do. This gives them the courage to stand up to Class A as their equals.                   

This development can almost be completely credited to Korosensei’s work.  
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A running theme in Assassination Classroom is finding strength in weaknesses, and this is              

precisely what Korosensei helps the students of Class E to do. This is best illustrated in                

Episode 10, Assassination Classroom Season 2 (2016). During a food festival, Class E has to               

set up a stall in its remote mountainous region to compete against Class A’s stall, which puts                 

Class E at an immense disadvantage. However, Korosensei directs Class E to the hidden              

advantage they have due to their location - fresh ingredients, and this gives them the               

confidence and drive to try their best against all odds. This ties in perfectly with the                

Self-Worth Theory. While previously they were unmotivated to strive for success as they             

lacked a sense of ability in the field of cooking and business, they derive a sense of ability                  

from a newfound advantage in their status as Class E. They have access to fresh ingredients                

because of their campus, and this is an exclusive advantage for them. 

Korosensei’s teaching takes that mentality that Class E is nothing but weak and turns it on its                 

head, insisting that those same weaknesses can become one’s greatest strengths. Korosensei’s            

teachings give Class E a newfound sense of ability through convincing them of their potential               

in every activity, and hence, newfound intrinsic motivation in everything they do. Their sense              

of ability is no longer confined to just assassination, as a new intrinsic drive spreads into                

every part of their lives (Covington & Omelich, 1979). 

Chapter 4.3.2: A Drive for Academic Achievement 
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“A confident assassin always has a back-up plan… But you go “We’ve got assassination, 
and that’s enough, and there go your academic goals.” If you can’t show me a second 
blade you can depend on, I’ll know that none of you are assassins worthy of taking me 

on.” 

Korosensei, Assassination Classroom (2015), Episode 6,  

 

A crucial turning point in the anime lies in Episode 6, where Korosensei firmly convinces the                

students of Class E the importance of the academics being equivalent to the importance of               

assassination. While at this point, the students of Class E have only gained intrinsic              

motivation in assassination and still lack interest in the academics, Korosensei does not             

tolerate this. In short, he tells them that to only rely on assassination for their future would be                  

a foolish plan. Currently, they only have a single skill to fall back on, and lack the versatility                  

that a true assassin should possess. To give up their academics just because they have an                

assassination mission would prove them beyond doubt to be incapable assassins at their core.  

This succeeds in motivating the students to pursue the academics because it makes             

assassination and academics the one and the same in the eyes of the students of Class E.                 

Assassination has become an integrated goal for them and a solid foundation for them to               

build their self-worth upon. They finally derive a solid sense of ability from assassination.              

Yet when Korosensei subtly attacks this solid foundation, they are driven to protect it and               

prove they are skilled assassins (Covington, 1984). To preserve their sense of ability in              

assassination is now equated to academic excellence.  
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“We had found our second blades -- just as he had taught us. If we couldn’t tell Korosensei 
that, we couldn’t graduate.” 

Nagisa Shiota, Assassination Classroom Season 2 (2016), Episode 11, 15.42 

 

Hence, this is the reason why the students of Class E become so driven in their academics.                 

They are compelled to protect their sense of ability. While once it was confined to the field of                  

assassination and no further, their sense of ability has now been put on the line in all aspects                  

of their lives, especially the academics. Thus, in their greatest and central conflict with Class               

A during the major examinations, their drive to succeed is not necessarily to trump Class A,                

but simply to do the best they can for themselves and for Korosensei.  
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 

As every society strives for a higher level in the quality of education, the concept of                

achievement motivation in the role of education cannot be ignored. Only through the             

development of healthy intrinsic motivation for growth and learning can education begin to             

craft passionate learners. Assassination Classroom, through its comedic and exaggerated          

episodes, emphasizes the preservation of a student’s perception of ability at all costs. Put              

simply, should a student’s perception of ability in a certain subject or activity be kept intact                

and developed, intrinsic passion and motivation for it will increase in tandem.  

Covington’s Self Worth Theory (1984) suggests both the main campus students and Class E              

are fueled by a sense of ability, which comes from their environment and the people around                

them. Ryan & Deci’s Self-Determination Theory (2000) again shows that a sense of             

competence is vital to interest and intrinsic motivation, along with emphasizing the            

importance of community and autonomy. Both theories give rise to an analysis that stresses              

the importance of a good system and positive influences. Korosensei himself is responsible             

for most of Class E’s rise in competence and relatedness, which further stresses the              

importance of good teachers. Hence, this paper concludes that to build strong intrinsic             

motivation, an environment that encourages the growth of a sense of ability, along with              

community and autonomy, must be present. 

The author hopes that this research paper has brought to light the profound dynamics of               

motivation in education as examined through Assassination Classroom Seasons 1 & 2.            

Assassination Classroom’s extreme portrayals of education is a reflection of the universal            

needs and desires of students, which we all should be cognizant of as a society.  
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